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      The explosive demand for positron emission tomography (PET) and, 
recently introduced, fusion technology (PET/CT and soon commercially 
available PET/MRI) as non-invasive diagnostic tools of choice for clinical 
imaging, results on a world wide PET centers and PET RI/RF production 
facilities remarkably increment . A charged particle accelerator when 
operated for PET radionuclides production produces ionizing radiation. The 
multicuries radionuclides from the accelerator and the radiopharmaceuticals 
synthesized are ionizing radiations emitters open sources. Therefore, the 
probability of unexpected radiation exposure is always present along full 
production line, from target loading for irradiation to final dose 
dispensing.Improving safety working conditions requires permanent 
radiological risks assessment associated with the production process for 
accelerator operators, radiochemist and hot cell assistants as well as other 
occupationally exposed personnel.In this work we present some of the 
experimental improvements added to our Cyclone18/9 operation and 
routinely 18FDG production process to improve personnel radioprotection. 
These approaches apply for professionals working on other accelerator field 
such as non-destructive analytical and tracer technicians at research and 
industrial levels with charged particle accelerators 
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INTRODUCTION 

       In Chile, the manufacture of nuclear reactor based radiopharmaceuticals (RP) and 
radioisotopes (RI) start several decades ago. Since year 2002 due arrival of cyclotron 
technology, fabrication of neutron deficient radionuclides opened a wide new field with 
consequential short half-life RI and RP accessibility. Since 2003, routinely formulation of 2-
deoxy-2-[18F]-Fluoro-D-glucose (18FDG) for human clinical applications becomes a reality on 
multicuries quantity to satisfy increasing Positron Emission Tomography (PET) diagnostics 
demands. 
 
      One of the reasons underlying PET applications success lies explicitly on the RI short 
half-life (11C 20 m, 13N, 9.9 m, 15O 2 m and 18F 110 m) which, at same time, are its major 
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drawback requiring fast and efficient process for radiosynthesis. At of today, the only facility 
producing PET RI/RF is the Cyclotron Laboratory at the CEN La Reina Chilean Nuclear 
Energy Commission in Santiago, an investor project is underway to deploy the first private 
owner RI/RF manufacture facility in Chile by the end of 2010, however. This unprecedented 
private venture scenario for PET RI/RF in Chile poses new circumstances to be considered for 
radiological protection and safety upon production operations beyond governmental facilities. 

      Proposed radiological and physical protection safety enhancement, the way authors 
consider it, calls for all possible improvements to be adopted and enforced to increase 
safeguards at every levels, including cyclotron operation, radiochemistry, Quality Assurance, 
radioprotection monitoring and else. 

METHOD 

1.- Good Laboratory and Manufacture Practice Improvements 

1,1.- Quality Assurance.  

      On its widest sense, we introduce a system composed of efficient protocols program to 
screen production stages identified as crucial or fabrication process’ hot spot, including need 
for directives to achieve desired standard levels.  In this way, Radiological Protection 
normative is better understood through the existence of this QA documents system as partial 
conditions for Operator Licensing in addition to SOP, methods and specific check lists. All 
personnel applicants as accelerator or hot cell operator must show robust aptitude on these 
subjects. Furthermore, any first category facility operationally exposed personnel is require to 
show a minimal proficiency level when applying for licensing at DSNR (Nuclear Safety and 
Regulations Department). 

1,2,. Re-training.  

      An once a year re-training on Radiological Protection Awareness Program has been 
requested to the Environmental Radiological Protection Department (DPRA) for all personnel 
working at the Cyclotron Laboratory.  

      Because growing PET RI/RF clinical demands, changes on production schedules and 
shifts could be a serious challenge for small personnel team’s facilities imposing further stress 
to the planned production framework and increasing undesired risks. The goal is a regular 
revisit for all laboratory procedures (production, research and development, maintenance 
schedule, others) subjected to established “what if” analysis. In this way, a technically sound 
re-training program could help to reduce personnel burden increasing radiological protection 
effectiveness. 

2.- Production Process Improvements 
 
2.1.- Cyclotron irradiation monitoring.  
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      An innovative as well as indirect method to know critical irradiation parameters has been 
tested with good results(1). Based on some observed experimental behavior a pair of “A and B 
conjugated variables” was selected to estimate the magnitude for A having readout from B.  

      There were few parametric alternatives to chose from. The beam-on-target and exposure-
rate pair was chosen to develop this approach due its registry easiness. Setting an exposure 
rate detector inside the vault on a precise geometry regarding the Fluorine-18 production 
target allows us to test this procedure. The beam-on-target intensity is displayed on an 
interactive PC screen (control room platform) and electronic racks while the exposure –rate is 
processed through a WAN connection.  

 

 

Figure 1.- The signal from de vault detector is processed through the intranet network 
created for SMARR applications used on this work. The same signal to be screen 

displayed is used to trigger a sound and light alarm if the rate exceeds some preset 
values as an added safety feature. 

      The survey meter inside vault is operated by a Remote Radiological Area Monitoring 
System known as SMARR. Collected data is damped on a Lab View program to display on 
screen and a under real time basis the exposure rate. All collected data is stored and can be 
accessed remotely through any PC logged onto the service LAN network. 

 
Figure 2.- a) Raw exposure-rate monitoring data from cyclotron's vault during target 
irradiation. b) Lab View plot display for collected data through SMARR network. c) 

Time dependent, both beam-on-target and stripper, intensities as a function of 
irradiation time as seen on IBA’s INTOUCH screen. 
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2.2.- Hot cell laboratory radiochemistry.  
     Works are directed to efforts such as a Single Use 18FDG IBA’s module exhaust filter 
modification. This old IBA’s version, long time not available commercially, use a disposable 
single kit plastic slab to hold and connects all necessary solvents, chemicals, tubing and vials 
to perform the radiosynthesis. Differential pressures as needed to transfer reactants to reaction 
vessel are achieved with a vacuum pump help.  The module radiosynthesis residual discharges 
exhaust tubing is connected to a small disposable liquid filter trap. This 12 ml volume sealed 
vacutainer or similar is, in turn, connected to a humidity drier with its end open to the internal 
hot cell environment. 

      The 18FDG dispensing unit is a system developed and built in-house. All 18FDG doses 
must be removed manually while personnel were briefly exposed to trace amounts of activity 
drag in the form of humidity or aerosols from the hot cell. To reduce this radiological risk, 
trapping activities passing through both the vacutainer liquid filter trap and the humidity drier 
need to be minimize.  

      A significant progress on filter trapping efficiency can be achieved with a simple exhaust 
filter modification(2). Located at the same humidity drier desiccators former position, a 3.5 
liters capacity cylindrical filter is assembled in two parts. At the base there is the original 
sieve open into cylinder internal volume and loaded with the same amount of drier. The top 
part is full of loosely packed 35 to 50 g of polypropylene plastics strips acting as a weak 
barrier to slow down and collect whichever waste evading through the drier. The cylindrical 
filter has a 5 cm diameter aperture on top open to the hot cell, See Fig 3. 
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Figure 3.- Two parts filter structure. The desiccators section loaded with IBA’s 
suggested amount of Drierite in closed contact with 35 – 50 g of plastics strips. On top, 

the opening to hot cell interior can be seen. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

      The re-training program has been incorporated as a regular annual activity for all 
personnel. All production, development and maintenance tasks are performed as stated on 
written technical procedures under a Quality Assurance framework. Records on official logs 
are the only entries used to be accounted on final reports. 

      Technicians from the Environmental Radiological Protection Department (DPRA) 
collaborates performing actual exposure rate measurements at the hot cell laboratory during 
regular 18FDG production runs to validate the new filter. Typical exposure levels inside 
production hot cell were around 12 – 10 µSv/h, during fluorination step. Radioactivity 
exposure dropped to 2 – 3 µSv/h, with the original IBA filter and to 5 – 6 µSv/h with the new 
improved filter subsequent 18FDG doses removal. The increased exposure rate observed with 
the new filter is due to a large amount of activity confined in the filter minimizing the risk of 
contamination when opening the hot cell to remove the dispensed doses. A small lead castle 
has been built to further reduce the exposure. 

      Acceptable production discharges from 18FDG synthesis has been detected. 
Environmental field measurements for residual activity escaping from the external exhaust 
pipe rated 500 to 800 mBq per m3 at 20 m distance as reported by DPRA. After installing the 
new filter, these released radioactivities’s decreased to about 10 mBq per m3 at the same 
reading spot. 

     The filter helps to reduce hot cell exposure when removing the doses manually by trapping 
18F activities with larger efficiency, although a thicker lead castle could be added. Another 
benefit is the reduced radioactivity detected at the discharge exhaust pipe. 

     The exposure rate data versus irradiation time from Lab View algorithm is converted as a 
graphical screen output to be contrasted with the IBA’s Real Time Display for the beam 
current on target (INTOUCH). Both curves are the same. A proportional digital coefficient 
needs to be estimated for every pair of “conjugated variables”. In this case, the linear 
correlation between the beam intensity and the exposure rate yields: Erate = 83.9Io + 53.7 
Where Erate = exposure rate (mR/h), Io = beam intensity (µA) and R2 = 0.999. The reverse 
relationship is Io = 0.0119 Erate – 0.63. 

CONCLUSIONS 

      At Cyclotron Laboratory we have introduced these novel approaches with good success. 
A decreasing number of procedure no conformity has been documented in the QA system 
which, in turn, translates as few process events, radiological or not, along the 18FDG 
production line. 
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      The innovative higher efficiency filter helps by confining radioactivity on an easy to 
shield unit minimizing traces of contaminated vapors or aerosols inside hot cell and reducing 
the activity to reach exhaust filter and the open.  

      The indirect method has been tested with good success upon beam on target current 
display failure. In this manner, the intensity on target was estimated finishing the run as 
expected.  

      Other experimental parameters are being considered as “conjugated” variable. The target 
pressure is being consider for indirect monitoring. More work is in progress. 
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